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Valid from to

SCORE

1.1 C

1.2 C

1.3 C

1.4 C

1.5 C

1.7 C

1.8 C

1.9 C

1.10 C

1.11 C

Yes,  the chop of "Industrial and 
Commercial Administration Bureau" is 
visible in the business license.

Is the START and END validity period of 
business license defined and  is the business 
license still within validy period?                                                     
7�".�&�'*�(@ �&�>�(@
��

Is the chop of "Industrial and Commercial 
Administration Bureau" visible in the business 
license?                                                                          
��8$3/�

Is the Amount of Registered Capital written?                                                   
7�".�&�',=)�                                       

Check online.Is the Registration Number written in 
business license match with number in AIC 
website?                                                        
7�".�&�'7�",0�

Is the address of the company correctly and 
completly written in business license?                                                                            
7�".�&�';��:5	!��

Yes, the registration number 
#XXXXXXXXXXXXXX match with number 
in national website.

Company address must be as following:                                        
Province, City, District, Road, Residence no. 
..etc

Yes,  the adress is correctly written and 
match.

Is the official company' name legally written in 
the business license?                                      
7�".�&�';��
�2

Yes,  the amount of XXXXXX is written as 
registration capital.

Photograph the Legal Rep.              
Photograph its ID card.

Yes,  the name of leg rep is written in the 
buisness license. His name is Mr. 
XXXXXXX.

Yes, company type and scope are written.

Yes,  the period of validity of the business 
license is written. It from 2011/7/30 to 
2017/7/30.

Is the company Legal representative written 
in the business License?                                                                                            
7�".�&�'+��9����

Is the company type and scope of business 
written?                                                                                                   
7�".�&�'��4���7�6��                             

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Private

Does the company has business 
license?;��&�7�".?

Is the QR code linked to National Enterprise 
Credit Registry visible in the business 
license?                                        

Company's business names must begin with 
the location where they are registered.                                                               
For example:���-1#�?<%'@�� 
(Beijing Huahai Keji…) and not just 
�-1#�?<%'@�� (Huahai Keji…). 

Yes,  the company name XXXXXXXXXXX 
written in the business license match with 
company name struture defined by 
national policy.

Companies actually receive two versions of 
this license, one in A3 size which is the official 
license, and one in A4 size which is an official 
copy. Any of them is OK.

Yes, the company have a business 
license #XXXXXXXXXXXXXX, according 
to national website.

Since Nov 2014, China business licenses are 
now starting to be issued with a QR codes 
displayed.

Yes, the QR code is visible in the 
business license.

HV1 - Business Registration Check
Checklist

REPORT #

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

C = Complies with the requirements, I = Improvement Needed, NC = Not Complies, N/A = Not Applicable

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Registered CapitalXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXX

Registration Bureau XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

7/30/177/30/11Registration Number

Company Type

XXXXXXXXXXX
Date of Registration

Legal Representative 
Business Scope

QUESTIONNAIRES PROOF TO REVIEW FINDINGS

COMPANY NAME SERVICE DATE

Registered Address XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX


